Abstract
Introduction
Recently, high energy consumption of Internet has become a critical concern with the rapidly increasing of various kinds of high-end applications, which often impose morestringent QoS requirements onto the backbone networks [1, 2] . As a result, more and more network devices have been equipped into various kinds of networks even most of them seldom work in full utilization state. Unlike those end -user IT devices (i.e., CPU, disk, display and etc.) that can be configured into various energy saving states when there is no task available, networking equipments typically should be set in full power modes with aiming to maximize throughput as well as minimize latency, whic h further decrease the energy-efficiency of the Internet. As noted in [3, 4, 5] , the average link utilization is less than 30-40% and the duration of peak traffic load is only a small fraction of the entire day.
To deal with the high energy consumption problem in the Internet, plenty of efforts have been taken into energy conserving from different aspects. The proposed approaches can be briefly categorized into three levels: (1) At individual switch or router level, some of the subcomponents such as line-card can be configured as sleeping mode when they are idle [6, 7] ; (2) At the network level, multiple traffics can be aggregated dynamically at runtime by some protocols, which are often designed for
Related Work
At hardware level, to meet stringent throughput and latency requirements, routers need to employ multiple off-chip memory components in hierarchical configurations [15] . For example, Micron [19] consists of a few Gigabytes DRAM banks and some power calculators to measuring its energy consumption. To provide more accurate power measurements, some packet-based power models have be designed to monitor router's online power consumption at various workload levels [6, 7, 8] . For instance, Cisco's CRS-1 platform has reported that of the power consumption of a line -card is 375W, DRAM consumes 72W, and buffer memory consumes about 10% of the total power consumption [20] . Generally speaking, the hardware energy saving approaches can be classified as: sleeping mode and rate controlling. The works in [ 21, 22] is belonging to rate controlling technique, which enable the links adjusting the rate to satisfying the real-time traffic. In [9, 21] , opportunistic sleeping technique is evaluated in two practical network environments. In [9, 22] , several heuristics are proposed by using sleeping mode switching.
At the IP level, many solutions have been proposed for energy conserving. For instance, in [23] , the authors proposed a heuristic to compute the maximum number of IP links and routers to be powered off for a given traffic matrix by estimating the power consumption of nodes and links; In [24] , a traffic engineering solution is presented with aiming to minimize the energy consumption among a set of paths; In [25, 26] , the authors designed two techniques to minimize the energy consumption of the links in overlaying networks. The above approaches generally resort to certain optimization programming technique to find the solutions. Therefore, the complexity of these approaches might be very high due to feasibility tests.
At the protocol level, extensive protocols have taken energy-consumption into account. For example, Power Aware Multi-Access protocol [27] is an adaptation of
Problem Description
In current networks, most of the network links have three power modes, including ACTIVE, SLEEP, and D-SLEEP. In ACTIVE mode, the real-time traffic is near to the upper bound of the bandwidth which makes all the equipments have to work in full power state. In SLEEP mode, the traffic is near to the low bound of the bandwidth, therefore some equipment (i.e., routers and switches) can be turn into power saving modes so as to obtain energy conservation. Generally speaking, the latency of the link in SLEEP mode will be slightly increased comparing and switching time between ACTIVE and SLEEP is about 0.01 ms to 0.05 ms [30] . When a link is in D-SLEEP mode, it can be considered as working in idle mode and most of th e equipments can be turn in power saving even power off modes. In such a mode, the power consumption is lowest and the network latency is highest in all cases. Normally, the switching time between D-SLEEP and SLEEP is about 1 ms to 5 ms.
In existing works, most studies take efforts on how and when changes between those three modes according to the tradeoff between performance and energy-efficiency. For example, a simple way of energy saving is switching a link from ACTIVE to SLEEP/D -SLEEP when its utilization is below a predefined value. However, this sleeping scheme causes high latencies due to frequent changes is often required especially when the traffic is very dynamically. In addition, such an approach ignores the different QoS requirements in the traffic because all the packets in the traffic will be affected when the power mode of a link is changed. To quantitatively evaluate the intensiveness of network workload as well as their individual QoS requirements, we applied stochastic model [31] to describe the working of the network links. Here, we present some definitions that will be used in the following sections. By the above definitions, the goal of our approach is to minimize the energy consumption of the network equipments while maximizing the achieved end -to-end network performance for latency-sensitive traffic. By the abovementioned power modes, we can see that the traffic load is the key factor that we should adjust for achieving the goal. However, the most challenging issue is that whether a link can satisfy the QoS requirement of those latency-sensitive packets if we put the link is SLEEP or D-SLEEP mode. In some previous studies, traffic prediction is a possible approach to obtaining some optimization results. However, such a prediction often results in high error because of dynamically traffics in current networks. In this work, our approach does not rely on any traffic prediction techniques. On the contrary, we present a technique that can evaluate the probability that a given link can satisfy the latency requirement of any packet. Based on this technique, we can monitor all the links and decide that which of them should be powered up and which of them should be powered down.
Energy-aware Routing Mechanism

Calculation of Latency Guarantee
According to the Definition 1, we can use M/M/C model to describe the working of a link. Therefore, the arrival of packets at link L i is a Possion process with mean value λ i , and the service time follows exponential distribution with a mean value μ i , and workload intensive of L i can be noted as ρ i =λ i ,/(μ i c i ). By this M/M/C, we first need to evaluate that whether a link can satisfy the QoS requirement of the packets that ar rives. Since we mainly focus on latency-intensive packet, the QoS metric we consider is the latency requirement d as noted in Definition 2. Proof. Let ψ be a random variable representing the number of waiting packet in L i . According to stochastic model theory [31] , the probability that there are k waiting packets in By (1)(2)(3), we can get that 
■ By the conclusion of Theorem 1, we can easily figure out that how much a link can guarantee the latency requirements of the packets. In common sense, we can set a throttle below which we will set the network equipments that connecting with this link into power active modes. Further mode, we can also define multiple throttles that can be used to control the actual power modes of network equipments. However, such a coarse-grained mechanism might result in unpredictable network performance, especially for those backbone networks which are expected to provide stable QoS service for various kinds of applications.
So, we propose a novel routing mechanism, namely Energy-aware Routing Mechanism (ERM), to overcome the above the problem. The main idea can be summarized as: (1) the routers will monitor the latency guarantees of the links in realtime manner by using the conclusion of Theorem 1; (2) As soon as they notice that some links can only provide low latency guarantees for the arrival packets, they will modify their routing tables and try to avoid using those links as the next routing items for a given period of time; (3) when a link continues to service with high latency guarantee, its connected network equipments will be notified for changing their power modes if possible. In the next section, we will present the detail implementation of this mechanism.
Energy-aware Routing Mechanism
The goal of our ERM is to minimize the energy consumption of the access router while maximizing the achieved end-to-end network performance for latency-sensitive packets. To do this, firstly we should provide an effective approach to monitoring the links' latency guarantee. As the routers are sensitive to any extra performanc e costs, it is impossible to calculate the {}
value for all packets. In fact, we can achieving the same objective by monitor the queue length variations of the output buffer and, based on them, determine the service rate variation that should be applied to keep the Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC queue length as constant as possible. For example, given a latency guarantee value we can figure out its waiting queue length.
Due to the natural burstiness of traffic sending rate, the variation registered in the output buffer queue length between two generic time instants should be averaged over duration equal to the round-trip time. So, the first issue is how to estimate the roundtrip time of traffic flows crossing the router. In addition, the well -known saw-tooth behavior of the TCP sending rate causes oscillations in the buffer queue length. This can trigger frequent service rate transitions that can lead to instability, resulting in performance degradations. For the above reasons, we propose to the following rules t o stabilize the output buffer queue as possible as we can:
 If the output buffer input rate is higher than the service rate, we applies C -EARTH [32] algorithm to determines the desired output capacity by monitoring the output queue length variations and calculating the service rate variation that should be applied to keep the queue length as constant as possible and make the service rate equal to the arrival rate.
 If the output buffer input rate is less than the service rate, we use AWM [33] to increase the traffic sending rate.
As to the modification of routing tables, we design an optional forwarding routing mechanism which periodically tries to increase the usage of active links and to increase the down time of already sleeping links. Optional forwarding mechanism uses only local information because it should combine with hardware scheme operating at finegrained time granularities. For example, to links with a static single -path routing, the exit latency is caused whenever the primary next-hop is in sleeping. However, if the optional next-hop is in ACTIVE or SLEEP, a packet could be forwarded to the optional next-hop, instead of forwarding to the primary next-hop in D-SLEEP. In summary, optional forwarding is to keep using ACTIVE and SLEEP links as much as possible, instead of those in D-SLEEP modes. When using optional forwarding routing mechanism, it might cause routing loops as well as increased routing path. To solve this problem, we implement the optional forwarding routing that is allowed to select ECM P paths [34] . Therefore, it can limit the increment of path length and exit latencies.
Router Energy Optimization
As noted in Section 4.1, the network equipments should switch their power mode when some links are working in different modes (ACTIVE, SLEEP or D-SLEEP). In this section, we mainly concentrate on the router devices since it contribute the major part of energy consumption among all network equipments. It is well know that current routers can be set into different power modes by administrator. In hardware level, such a mechanism is implemented by dynamically changing the size and number of packet buffers. In Figure 1 , we present a popular buffer architecture of nowadays routers.
Figure 1. Buffer architecture in routers
As shown in Figure 1 , it has three levels including on-chip buffers, off-chip cache (SRAM), and off-chip bulk memory (DRAM). The buffer memory can support multiple FIFO queues, and head and tail blocks of packets for each queue are moved between memory hierarchy levels as needed in a pipelined fashion. To meet the speed and latency requirements, a number of memory banks or chips are employed in parallel. Since DRAM is slower than SRAM, DRAM is accessed via a wider data bus. In Figure  1 , DRAM organized as a 4 × 4 grid, with multiple chips within a row operating in parallel to increase data width, while each successive row adds to buffer depth.
The power consumed by DRAM is highly dependent on the frequency of read/write operations. To keep our energy model simple we approximate the DRAM as being in one of three states: active, idle, and sleep. The DRAM controller, which controls the entire DRAM buffers, is assumed to consume half the power of the entire DRAM memory. To save maximum energy, it is desirable to have the active buff er capacity track the actual queue occupancy, and to put to sleep any off -chip buffer memory that is not needed. However, the risk in doing so is that if a sudden burst of traffic arrives, there may not be sufficient time to activate buffer memory without dropping packets from this burst. In order to control how aggressively or conservatively we want to track the buffer occupancy, we introduce a novel algorithm which tries to make the total active buffer capacity at any time instant stay between the lower bound and upper bound of total buffer space. For example, in the extremely conservative setting of power conservation, we can set active buffers to maximal available buffers; in the aggressive settings, we can make the active buffer capacity track the exact queue occupancy.
Experiments and Performance Comparison
Experimental Setting
In this section, we conducted extensive to evaluate the effectiveness of the ERM. The experiments are performed by using NS2 simulator, in which we integrated the rout ers with our ERM mechanism. The network topology used in all the experiments is shown in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. Topology of the experimental platform
As shown in Figure 1 In the simulations, the basic traffic is generated by using Lublin -Feitelson model [35] , which is derived from the logs of real supercomputers. Each request is characterized by its arrival time a T , resource demands R , execution time e T . However, this basic workload can not meet the requirements of our simulation, because it lacks of latency requirement with respects with individual requests. So, we modi fy the basic workload by append each of them with latency constraint d, which is obtained as
where g is a random variable that uniformly distributed in [5.5, 10.5] . In addition, we all use FTP and Web traffic to investigate the performance of ERM, with aiming at assuring the traffic is highly dynamic just like real -world networks.
Comparison of Deadline-Miss Rate
In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance of ERM in term of deadline-miss rate with other three mechanism including CRM (Conventional Routing Mechanism) [36] , EARTH (Energy-Aware service Rate Tuner Handling) [37] , and ESIR (Energy Saving IP Routing) [38] . This experiment is divided into three groups by using different traffics (LF-traffic, FTP-traffic, Web-traffic). For each scenario, the experiment is conducted for four times. In the first three times, we turn off the ERM and use the CRM, EARTH, ESIR as the default routing mechanism policy. Only in the fourth time, we turn on the ERM. All these four experiments use the same workload as their traffics. In order to make the system work in a stable state, we use CRM for the first ten minutes of the each simulation. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 .
Figure 3. Deadline-miss rates with various routing mechanisms under different traffics
As we can see that, ERM is more effective to reduce deadline-miss rate comparing with CRM, EARTH, and ESIR in all experiments. As to the other three mechanisms, Web-traffic tends to result in higher deadline miss rate (DMR) than other workloads regardless of the underlying routing mechanisms. After analyzing the simulative logs in detail, we find that most of the requests in the Web-traffic have more stringent latency requirements than others. Consequently, its DMR metric is often highest. When using ERM, such a difference becomes very slight comparing with LF-traffic and FTP-traffic. This improvement contributes to the mechanism described in Section 4.1. In order to examine the detailed working of ERM, we record all the normalized transmission latency and DMR counts by different mechanisms (CRM is used as the baseline), which is shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that transmission latency of ERM is about 68%~75% of the CRM, which improves about 20% comparing with ESIR and EARTH. The reason is that ESIR and EARTH are more aggressively to obtain energy saving than ERM. So, the network links are frequently working in SLEEP or D-SLEEP modes which significantly increase the latency. More importantly, the performance costs of switching operations itself also introduce a significantly latency. As mentioned in above sections, ERM relies on optional routing mechanism to saving energy consumption instead of frequently power down routers. In this way, ERM outperforms over EARTH and ESIR in terms of DMR and transmission latency.
Comparison of Energy-Efficiency
To investigate the energy-efficiency of the proposed ERM, we introduce a novel measurement called Energy Consumption per Gb Transmission (EGT) to evaluate different routing mechanisms. As shown in Figure 2 , each link capacity is set to 1Gbps, and packet size is set to randomly distributed in [0.1, 1.0] MB. The switching latency between ACTIVE and SLEEP is set as 0.01 ms and that between SLEEP and DSLEEP is set to 1 ms. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Normalized energy-efficiency by different mechanisms and traffics
As shown in Figure, CRM performs worst among the four mechanism in terms of normalized energy efficiency since it dose not adopt any energy saving optimization. As to EARTH, ESIR and our ERM, we notice that their energy efficiency depends on the traffics significantly. More specifically, for EARTH its energy effi ciency is best when in presence of Web-traffic and worst for LF-traffic; for ESIR, its energy efficiency is best for Web-traffic and worst for FTP-traffic. As to our ERM, it performs best in presence of FTP-traffic and worst for Web-traffic. Even so, we can see that the general energy efficiency of ERM is significantly high than EARTH and ESIR (an exception occurs in case of Web-traffic).
By analyzing the procedure of simulations, we find that interval time between successive requests in LF-traffic seem too big. As a result, it often makes the underlying network resource underutilization, which in turn results in lower energyefficiency. Such an experimental results is most significantly when using CRM that without any power saving mechanism. Although both EARTH and ESIR is incorporated with certain energy optimization mechanism, their approaches are quick different. For example, EARTH relies on workload prediction technology to adjust the service rate of routers. Therefore, if the traffic can be accurately predicted it will performs well. ESIR provides an online algorithm to adjust the link usage by controlling the router's working modes. In our experiments, Web-traffic is the most studied benchmark for investigating network performance, and its accessing pattern can be properly predicted by various kinds of intelligent technologies (i.e., time series, fuzz logic and etc). So, both EARTH and ESIR can obtain better energy-efficiency for it.
As to our ERM, it relies on probability theory to calculate the latency guarantee and optional forwarding routing mechanism for optimizing router's energy consumption. Therefore, when the network traffic is more intensive its energy-efficiency will be better. In this experiment, FTP-traffic is the most intensive benchmark in terms of data transmission. In addition, it only put a very relaxing latency constrain on the packets. Therefore, ERM can easily select out those links that can satisfying the latency requirements of FTP-traffic's packets. When in presence of Web-traffic, ERM often have very stringent latency requirements which make it have fewer choices when selecting optional routings. This is the reason that ESIR outperforms ERM when in presence of Web-traffic about 3.4%.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed an energy-aware routing mechanism for latency-sensitive traffics. It applies stochastic service model to calculate the latency -guarantee for any given network links and dynamically decides whether a link should be powered down and how long it should be kept in power saving mode. Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism, and the results indicate that it can provide better QoS performance for those latency-sensitive traffics with improved energy-efficiency. In the future, we are planning to take efforts on incorporating some adaptive admission controlling mechanisms into the routing mechanism for improving its energy-efficiency. In addition, we also plan to apply economic computing theory into the current system with aiming to provide better service for those budget-constrained network applications.
